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1. __________ comprises those media through which data is fed into the computer.

     	      Output unit

     	      Storage unit

     	--->> Input unit

     	      Processing unit

2. _________ is an Auxiliary equipment which Stores electrical energy when the public 
electricity line is seized?

     	      Air conditional

     	--->> UPS

     	      Voltage Stabilizer

     	      Transformer

3. Depending on their flexibility in operation, computers are classified as ________ and 
_______

     	      Digital computer and Analog computer

     	      Main-frame and Micro-computer

     	--->> Special-purpose computer and General-purpose computer

     	      Hybrid computer and Mini-computer

4. _________ operating system allows more than one active user program to be stored 
in main memory simultaneously.

     	      Network operating system

     	      Real-time operating system

     	      Distributed operating system

     	--->> Multiprogramming operating system

5. ________ Is NOT a CPU brand name.
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     	      IBM

     	      AMD

     	--->> Pentium

     	      Intel

6. All the following are examples of areas where General-purpose computers are 
employed EXCEPT.

     	      Banking

     	--->> Airplane tracking

     	      Inventory control

     	      Manufacturing scheduling

7. __________ generation of computer ranges from 1954 Ã¢â‚¬â€œ 1962.

     	      first generation

     	--->> second generation

     	      third generation

     	      fourth generation

8. Which of the following computers represent its variable in the form of digits?

     	      Analog computers

     	      Micro Computers

     	      General-purpose computer

     	--->> Digital computers

9. Which of the following computers make use of microprocessor chip as the main data 
processing unit?

     	      Mini computers

     	      Macro computers

     	      Mainframe computers
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     	--->> Micro computers

10. Which of the following is NOT a major division of an intelligent computer keyboard?

     	--->> Alternate key

     	      Alphanumeric keys

     	      Function keys

     	      Numeric keys
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